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In this thesis we present and evaluate a novel approach for energy-efficient and continuous transportation behavior monitoring for smartphones. Our work builds on a novel adaptive hierarchical sensor management scheme (HASMET), which decomposes the classification task into smaller sub-tasks. In comparison to previous work, our approach improves the task of transportation behavior monitoring on three aspects. First, by employing only the minimal set of necessary sensors for each subtask, we are able to significantly reduce power consumption of the detection task. Second, using the hierarchical decomposition, we are able to tailor features and classifiers for each subtask, improving the accuracy and robustness of the detection task. Third, we are able to extend the detectable motorised modalities to cover most common public transportation vehicles. All of these attributes are highly desirable for real-time transportation behavior monitoring and serve as important steps toward implementing the first truly practical transportation behavior monitoring on mobile phones.

In the course of the research, we have developed an Android application for sensor data collection and utilized it to collect over 200 hours of transportation data, along with 2.5 hours of energy consumption data of the sensors. We apply our method on the data to demonstrate that compared to current state-of-art, our method offers higher detection accuracy, provides more robust transportation behavior monitoring and achieves significant reduction in power consumption.

For evaluating results with respect to the continuous nature of the transportation behavior monitoring, we use event and frame-based metrics presented by Ward et al. [WLT06, WLG11].
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1 Introduction

Modern smartphones are rapidly increasing in sensing capabilities and computational power. This combined with their ubiquitous presence, facilitated application development, and effective application distribution channels have enabled smartphones to mature into an attractive platform for human activity recognition [LML+10]. This thesis focuses on monitoring transportation behavior, a particular sub-area of human activity recognition. Our approach to transportation behavior monitoring is to design a mobile system, which automatically and continuously detects the user’s active transportation modality in real time. We aim to provide detection on such fine granularity that all distinct motorised and pedestrian modalities are recognizable. The range of modalities depends on the transportation methods present at the target location. In our case, we implement the transportation behavior monitoring within Helsinki, a medium sized urban environment, in which case the relevant modalities are the different public transportation modalities (i.e., bus, train, tram, metro, car), pedestrian modalities (i.e., walking, running, biking) and stationarity.

Besides emerging as an interesting research topic on its own, benefits from efficient and robust transportation behavior monitoring would have impact on many research fields. For example, human mobility tracking would directly benefit from an ability to automatically monitor the transportation behavior of potentially large crowds of people [LAA+09, SQBB10]. Urban planning and in particular public transportation planning could gain from information on how the population is utilizing the different modalities of public transportation [ZLYX11]. Localization and positioning algorithms could be improved by constructing more elaborated motion models with the help of information of the user’s current transportation modality [NBK10]. Persuasive applications could use the transportation behavior monitoring to automatically calculate, for example, CO2-footprint or calorie consumption [FDK+09]. Finally, transportation monitoring could be used as part of user profiling, for examples, for real-time journey planning and guidance systems, or targeted advertising.

Smartphone-based transportation behavior monitoring is still a relatively new research area, and while current systems achieve high, over 90%, detection rates, these solutions still suffer from some fundamental limitations. First, the reported accuracies tend to ignore the continuous aspects of transportation behavior, typically using only simple frame-by-frame evaluation metrics (e.g., precision and recall). While these metrics give a good overview of the system’s ability to estimate the right transportation modality at a given moment, they offer no insight into the systems
robustness or latency. Transportation activities tend to extend over relatively long periods of time and as such, metrics such as fragmentation rate and detection latency would add valuable perspectives to the evaluation [WLG11]. Second, current solutions provide only a coarse grained categorization for motorised transportation modalities, typically grouping all of them into one class. More fine grained classification of the motorised transportation modalities would provide information on public transportation behavior, applicable in many real-world applications. Finally, several of the other restraints in current solutions are related to the use of an integrated GPS receiver. The primary concern with GPS is its high power consumption, making use of the sensor unsustainable for long-term transportation behavior monitoring [LKLZ10]. Moreover, GPS works reliably only when it can establish unobstructed connection to the satellites, whereas many of the transportation modalities we would like to detect (e.g., metro, train and tram) prohibit reliable GPS connection. Furthermore, GPS suffers from an inconsistent delay between initiating the sensor and returning the first reliable value, inducing latency to the classification.

To address the limitations outlined above, this thesis provides the following contributions:

• We introduce a novel adaptive hierarchical sensor management scheme (HASMET) for increased control over sensor management and classifier control flow. We demonstrate that using this approach, we can i) substantially reduce the power consumption of transportation behavior monitoring and ii) improve classification accuracy and reduce classification fragmentation.

• We reduce the dependency on GPS by using other sensors and by incorporating more intelligent feature design. As part of the feature design, we introduce a novel method for estimating the gravity component from accelerometer measurements.

• We extend the range of motorised modalities that can be detected to cover common public transportation vehicles.

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: First in Section 2 we give an overview of the existing research on related topics. In Section 3 we describe our data collection efforts, followed by a description of the sensors and features considered in our work. Next, in Section 4 we introduce the architecture of the hierarchical classifier, the strategy for energy-efficient sensor management and our methodology for sensor and feature selection. In Section 5 we introduce our evaluation metrics, followed by the
results. Finally, we conclude the thesis in Section 6 with a summary of our work and ideas for future development.
2 Related work

Extensive research exists on many of the areas related to our work. Our proposed system combines efforts from studies on human activity recognition, particularly from the subfield of transportation behavior monitoring, and methods of energy-efficient sensor management. Below we give a brief summary of each of these areas and discuss how this thesis extends the previous research.

2.1 Activity Recognition

Research on human activity recognition is a long-standing, widely studied field within the wearable and ubiquitous sensing domain. The existing research can be divided into three categories based on the technological approach [CMT+08]. The oldest and most common approach is the use of research prototypes, tailored sensor systems designed for particular study or series of them. At simplest, a research prototype can consist of one or more attachable sensors worn at specific locations on the user. The accuracy yielded with this approach, especially with a multiple sensor strategy, have generally been high [KSS03, LWJ+04, BI04]. However, until the sensing units can be embedded on a user in a non-obtrusive way (e.g., in user clothing), such strict and cumbersome sensor placements render these systems impractical for everyday use. A more suitable domain for these systems are the specific situations where high accuracies and fine-grained activity classes are required. An example of such a situation is presented by Jakob et al., who use a set of attached accelerometer sensors to recognize different phases in surgical procedures [BDJN11].

An alternative approach to activity recognition is to combine several sensing units into one platform. One of the most versatile such systems is the Mobile Sensing Platform [CBC+08], with sensing capabilities for three-dimensional acceleration, air pressure, humidity, visible and infrared light, temperature, audio and orientation. The platform was used, among other studies, in a work evaluating the effect of awareness of the user’s daily physical activity [CKM+08]. While less cumbersome than multiple attached sensors, these approaches require external, often expensive hardware, making them infeasible to apply on large scale.

A step towards wider applicability is to implement the activity recognition using one of the existing commercial devices, specifically designed for this task [CAH08]. The most simple and widespread of such devices are the pedometers [CMT+08], instruments for calculating steps by detecting gait from the user’s walking motion.
Pedometers can be applied to human activity recognition in several methods, most commonly: i) to measure user’s physical activity from daily step count, ii) to identify persons based on their physical activity or iii) to identify temporal distribution of daily activities [SCB04]. As an example, Tudor-Locke et al. use pedometers to calculate daily step counts as an indicator for a healthy lifestyle [TLBJ04]. In a related work, Chan et al. investigate health benefits of persuasive pedometer-based physical activity monitoring [CRTL04]. More complex commercial devices can contain multi-axis accelerometers (e.g., FitBit\(^1\), Tracmor\(^2\)) and multiple sensors (ImpactSport\(^3\)) capable of sensing more elaborate properties such as heart rate, heat flux, galvanic skin response and skin temperature. In a work combining several commercial sensing devices, Könönen et al. use a Suunto wrist-top computer, a Garmin GPS device, an Embla external audio recorder and an iPaq PDA to collect a rich feature set and use it to recognize between nine different physical activities [KMS+08]. These systems, while using available off-the-shelf devices, lack a standard platform and effective distribution channels; thus they are not consumer friendly enough to achieve a large user base.

The most recent shift in the wearable activity recognition communities has been towards using smartphones as the primary platform. There are several qualities that make smartphones attractive. From a practical point-of-view, smartphones are widespread and carried continuously by the users, thus providing for a potentially non-intrusive method for continuous and large-scale activity recognition [LXL+11]. From a technical point-of-view, the extensive and rapidly increasing computational and sensing capabilities of modern smartphones enable accurate activity recognition [LML+10]. From the developer’s point-of-view, application development and distribution has been significantly facilitated with improved programmability and effective distribution channels [LML+10]. As an example of smartphone-based activity recognition, Lau et al. conducted research on patient monitoring [LKD+10]. In their work, a mobile phone embedded accelerometer was employed to detect coarse-level patient activities, such as 'sleeping', 'awake' or 'moving and doing exercises'. In another example, Papiatseyeu and Mayora investigated human activity recognition based on a fusion of smartphone sensors (GPS, GSM, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) [PMI08]. A collection of different sensors was used as opposed to a single sensor to compensate for sensor-specific limitations.

\(^1\)http://www.fitbit.com/ [Retrieved: 2012-08-06]
\(^2\)http://www.tracmor.com/ [Retrieved: 2012-08-06]
\(^3\)http://impactsport.org/ [Retrieved: 2012-08-06]
2.2 Transportation Behavior Monitoring

Transportation behavior monitoring can be considered a special subfield in the wider domain of activity recognition. The task of detecting the current transportation modality itself can be further divided into two subtasks: i) stationary detection, i.e., detecting the user as stationary or mobile, and, when the user is detected as mobile, ii) locomotion recognition, i.e., recognizing the user's locomotion method. Stationary detection is a well studied concept, which has been approached with varying methods. For example Krumm and Horvitz [KH04] utilized characteristics of the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) from Wi-Fi access points to classify the user as mobile or stationary. Wi-Fi based stationarity detection was further explored by utilizing the frequency domain of RSSI values by Muthukrishnan et al. [MLMH07]. In a more recent work, accelerometer-based stationary detection was added to the Wi-Fi detection for energy-efficient sensor management by Kim et al. [KKES10]. This approach was further extended with an addition of a speed-threshold to include motorised vehicles by Kjaergaard et al. [KBBN11].

The latter task, locomotion recognition, has been studied in varying degree in the domain of activity recognition. Typical locomotion types include different pedestrian modalities (e.g., walking, running or moving in stairs), non-motorised assisted transportation modalities (e.g., bicycling, roller skating) and motorised transportation modalities (e.g., car, bus, train). In one of the earliest works, Farringdon et al. created a system based on attachable accelerometers to identify stationary, walking and running activities [FMT+99]. An extensive activity recognition study, including a variety of locomotion activities, was conducted by Bao et al. [BI04]. In their approach, five biaxial accelerometer were attached at specific locations of the user to recognize between 20 activities, reaching an average accuracy of 84%. Locomotion detection with a single triaxial accelerometer was investigated by Ravi et al. [RDML05], focusing on comparing the efficiency of different classification techniques. The accuracies reported by this study ranged from 57% with a decision table, to up to 90% with plurality voting for recognizing between eight activities.

While the detection accuracy of systems based on wearable accelerometer(s) are relatively high, they are robust only for modalities involving vivid kinematic motion. Activities with low intensity kinematic motion, such as stationary and motorised modalities, are significantly harder to separate with solely accelerometer based solutions [RMB+10]. An effective approach for distinguishing between motorised transportation modalities and stationarity is to monitor changes in the user’s
environment and location. For example, changes in received signal strengths from GSM radio were used by Sohn et al. [SVL+06] to discern coarse-grained transportation modalities (stationary, walking, driving). The GSM features were augmented with RSSI values from Wi-Fi access points to detect more subtle changes in location by Mun et al. [MEBH08]. These approaches yielded accuracies of 80—90% for motorised transportation detection. However, they rely on features that have been extracted over data windows with a duration from 40 seconds to 2 minutes, which makes these approaches unsuitable for applications that require (near) real-time information about transportation behavior. An example of such an application is a high-accuracy positioning system, which uses the user’s current transportation modality to estimate the user’s speed and trajectory. Another, more direct method for detecting changes in user’s location has emerged with the expanding availability of GPS sensors in modern mobile phones. This option was explored by Zheng et al. [ZLC+08], who detected transportation modalities based on features extracted solely from GPS. In addition to speed and location information, Zheng et al. extracted three novel features from GPS: heading change rate, stopping rate and velocity change rate. A more detailed presentation on these features is given in Section 3.3, page 22. Using this approach together with spatial information Zheng et al. reached average accuracy of 76% in classifying between stationarity, walking, biking, driving and traveling by bus. Using the GPS is an attractive option due to its easy access and accurate, near real-time updates. The GPS, however, also has some drawbacks which limit its usability: it has a high energy profile, requires an inconsistent time period to achieve a satellite lock and is unusable or unreliable when a clear view to the satellites is obstructed. Furthermore, several of the benefits of GPS require external GIS-information, such as route information of a public transportation vehicle, which might not always be readily available.

The current state-of-the-art solutions for transportation behavior monitoring use multiple sensors for the detection task. We consider one of such systems, proposed by Reddy et al. [RMB+10] as our primary baseline to compare our solution against. The system utilizes a combination of GPS and accelerometer sensors to classify the user’s transportation modality as: stationary, walking, running, biking or traveling with a motorised vehicle. Besides high accuracy, we choose this work as our primary baseline due to its emphasis on user convenience. Some of the novel qualities presented in the approach of Reddy et al. include: unconstrained phone orientation and position, cross-user usability and independence from external information. As a secondary baseline, we compare our solution against the system proposed by Mun
et al. [MEBH08]. We chose to add this as a second baseline since it utilizes similar GSM and Wi-Fi features as our solution. In our work, we continue along the direction of Reddy et al. emphasizing real world applicability by reducing the energy consumption of the detection task, while simultaneously offer improved detection accuracy. Our work additionally provides finer granularity of detectable motorised transportation modalities and improves the overall consistency of the transportation behavior monitoring.

2.3 Energy Efficiency

While the sensing and computational capabilities of smartphones have been rapidly increasing, the battery capacity has developed at a much more conservative rate, limiting the use of the phone's new capabilities. As such, energy efficiency has emerged as a vital property for continuous smartphone-based sensing systems. The research on energy efficiency has tackled this problem from two directions: by reducing general power consumption at the hardware and system level, and by proposing energy-efficient application designs.

Examples of approaches that address energy-efficiency at the hardware level include the delayed data transmission strategy of Kravets and Krishnan [KK98] and the diminished data quality approach of Flinn and Satyanarayanan [FS99a, FS04]. Both techniques focus on reducing power consumption by manipulating the data transmission between communication components. The former technique, delayed data transmission, improves energy-efficiency by sending data less frequently in larger ensembles as opposed to frequent, small data packages. The study reports reduction in power consumption of up to 83% for communication components. The latter technique, diminished data quality, adapts the data quality in accordance with the remaining battery charge. While specific energy saving depends on the extent of data quality diminishing, Flinn and Satyanarayanan report battery recharge interval increase of up to 30% without sacrificing application quality. Another system-level scheme based on the remaining battery charge is the battery-driven power management technique proposed by Benini et al. [BCMS01]. The system tailors a group of dynamic power management policies with the current battery charge, turning off resources during periods of inactivity. Using this technique, Benini et al. report up to a 66% extension in battery recharge intervals. Two further related approaches are the dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and dynamic frequency scaling (DFS), also known as CPU throttling [PS01]. These techniques, often used in conjunction, re-
duce the power consumption of the system by adjusting the computational power, i.e., processor frequency and system voltage, dynamically to match the current system load.

Research on application level energy efficiency has already seen wide attention within the mobile sensing domain [RSHI08, KBBN11, SC10, MPF+10]. Most notable reduction in power consumption has been achieved by utilizing low-power sensors in place of more consuming ones (e.g., by replacing GPS with accelerometer and GSM). Further energy reductions are attainable by employing duty cycling on the sensors, i.e., by decreasing the sampling frequency of the sensors when applicable. In a work closely related to ours, Wang et al. propose a hierarchical sensor management strategy, coined as the Energy Efficient Mobile Sensing System (EEMSS) [WLA+09]. The EEMSS employs a minimal set of sensors to detect the user’s state and then tracks the sensors for a trigger condition to initiate state transition. The system is evaluated by detecting three states, 'At some place', 'Walking' and 'Vehicle', achieving accuracies of 99%, 84% and 74% respectively. Compared to systems which periodically sample the sensors, EEMSS can extend the lifetime of the device by approximately 75%. The latency of detecting a state transition, however, ranges from 40 seconds to 5 minutes, making the system unsuitable for applications that require near real-time information. Another example is EnTracked, an energy-efficient position tracking system proposed by Kjaergaard et al. [KLG10]. The main novelty of the work is to reduce the use of GPS sensors by specifying an error bound, adjustable by applications, within which the position accuracy is required. The trigger condition for GPS sampling, i.e., the instant when the error-limit is exceeded, is calculated from speed estimation and accelerometer-based motion analysis.

Within the field of transportation behavior monitoring, only limited amount of work on energy efficiency has been conducted. Some suggestions and initial work however exist. In addition to work referred above, Reddy et al. estimated the energy footprint of their system by measuring power consumption of the employed sensors and the classifier over five 20-minute-trials of each the of activity classes [RMB+10]. They further implemented a simple method for improving the classifiers’ energy efficiency by detecting switches from indoor to outdoor settings, and turning off the classifier while indoors. A system based on predicting the next likely set of activities of the user was introduced by Gordon et al. [GCMB12]. Based on the predicted activity set, only the relevant sensors are operated. The method achieves substantial (reporting up to 84%) energy savings while maintaining comparable accuracy. Additionally, there exists several low-energy systems capable of limited transportation behavior
monitoring based solely on accelerometer [WCM10, LYL+10]. A method to further decrease the energy consumption of an accelerometer-based system was proposed by Yan et al. [YSC+12]. The system, coined the Adaptive Accelerometer-based Activity Recognition (A3R), works by dynamically adjusting the frequency rate of the accelerometer depending on the prevalent activity, achieving energy savings of approximately 20 – 25%. In our research, we improve the energy-efficiency of the monitoring task by constructing an energy model for each of the sensors and finding the most energy-efficient sensor combination for each of the hierarchical classification phases. Finally, we design a sensor management system to remove unnecessary sensor polling.
3 Data collection

Over the course of studying and developing the transportation behavior monitoring, we have collected over 200 hours of data from various transportation modalities. The data has been collected with two smartphone models: Samsung Nexus S and Samsung Galaxy S II. For evaluating the energy footprint of our approach, we have also collected measurements about the energy requirements of different sensors on our target smartphones. In the following we describe the collected datasets in detail.

3.1 Transportation Behavior Data

For the transportation behavior data collection task we have developed an Android application, SensorLogger, capable of monitoring and storing data from the available sensors on the smartphones: Accelerometer, Bluetooth, GPS, GSM, Gravity sensor, Gyroscope, Light sensor, Linear acceleration sensor, Magnetometer, Microphone, Orientation, Proximity sensor, Rotation vector and Wi-Fi (see Section 3.3 for further discussion of the sensors). The application was installed on two models of smartphones: Samsung Galaxy S II and Samsung Nexus S. The two models were attached to form a single sensing unit; see Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Sensing unit consisting of Samsung Galaxy S II and Samsung Nexus S.](image)

We opted for using a combination of two phones due to model-specific limitations. At the time of our research, the Galaxy S II phone was unable to provide detailed GSM information, while the Nexus S lacked many of the sensors present in the later
models. Additionally, at the time of development, the Wi-Fi sensor on the Galaxy S II model always scanned both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency ranges. Since in our study we focus only on the 2.4 GHz range, this induces unnecessary time and energy cost to the sensor’s operation. As a result, we used the Nexus S phone to scan the GSM and Wi-Fi information, while the Galaxy S II phone was used to scan the rest of the available sensors. The raw sensor data was annotated with ground truth labeling of the current transportation modality. The ground truth annotation was performed manually with a help of a specifically designed Android application. In order to not disturb any of the sensing units, an additional phone was used for assigning the ground truth labels.

The data collection was carried out with two methods:

- Collecting long data traces from everyday transportation behavior. This dataset was collected by two individuals over period of three months, with a total of over 170 hours of collected data.

- Collecting data while following a predefined scenario, detailed below. The scenario data was collected by six different users over period of two weeks, with a total of 29 hours of collected data.

While the bulk of the data was collected by individual users from everyday transportation, this data was mainly used for developing, validating and experimenting with transportation behavior monitoring. The final evaluation was conducted with the data collected from the predefined scenario. Since our scenario does not include sections of driving, biking or running, the scenario dataset was supplemented with 5 hours of data from the everyday data collections containing measurements from these modalities. To obtain and ensure phone location independence, and according to prevailing best practices, the data was collected simultaneously from several mobile phone placements. The placements considered were the three most common locations for a mobile phone in an urban environment [ICG05]: trouser pocket, bag, and jacket pocket. As a result, each data collection task involved seven phones: three sensing units consisting of two phones each used for collecting the measurements and one phone used for assigning the ground truth labels.

**Scenario** The scenario (see Figure 2 for an overview) took place in Helsinki, Finland. Each data collection case involved two persons: the participant and the supervisor. The participant was equipped with the sensing units, while the supervisor
Figure 2: Overview of the scenario used in our data collection.

was responsible for inserting the ground truth labels and guiding the participant through the scenario. The public transportation modalities available in Helsinki are bus, train, tram and metro. The scenario was planned to contain a span of 20 minutes from each of these available transportation modalities. In addition, a walking section of similar length was added to the beginning of the scenario, resulting in a total length of approximately 120 minutes. The initial walking section (A → B in Figure 2) contained a small downhill, short section of stairs and two traffic lights. The tram (B → C) passed through a busy, often congested section of the downtown. After the tram, a section of long escalators were traveled to gain access to the metro (C → D). The bus section (D → E) was a combination of slow-moving downtown travel, followed by a short period of motorway travel. Finally, the train (E → F) section used the main railroad line, finishing the scenario at the central railway station. Between each motorised transportation modality, there was a brief walking segment and typically 3-10 minutes of stationarity while waiting for the vehicle of the next transportation modality. After the data collection, the data was revalidated to correct any clearly erroneous ground truth labels resulting from human error.

The data collection was carried out during the winter of 2011-2012 in harsh conditions, which limited the feasibility of collecting sufficient amounts of running and biking data. Hence, these modalities are only used for training the classifier and excluded from the testing set. However, previous work [BI04, RMB+10], as well as small scale experiments that we have conducted with the supplementary data
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRAINING</th>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17h 25min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2h 50 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20h 15 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TESTING</th>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11h 15min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1h 50 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13h 05 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of the datasets used in the evaluation.

indicate that these modalities can be easily identified with high accuracy.

For evaluation purposes, we split the data into separate training and testing sets, summarized in Table 1. The training set contains data collected from four participants, and 60% of the supplementary data. The remaining data is used for constructing the test set. This division of distinct users for train and test sets, and various sensor placements also functions as an indicator of the generalization performance of our system across various users and sensor placements.

### 3.2 Energy Consumption Data

Sensor energy consumption data was collected using the Monsoon Power Monitor⁴, a device capable of accurately measuring the power of any device using a single lithium battery; see Figure 3 for the use of the device to measure energy consumption of Samsung Galaxy S II. All energy measurements were collected by supplying the phone with a constant voltage of 3.9 V and tracking the current (mA) with frequency of 5000 Hz. To minimize noise and disturbances in the collection of energy measurements, the screen of the device was turned off and all background applica-

⁴http://www.msoon.com/LabEquipment/PowerMonitor/ [Retrieved: 2012-09-04]
Figure 3: Our setup with the Monsoon Power Monitor with a Galaxy S II phone.

...tions were closed. Additionally, to further reduce the noise caused by the phone’s background operations, the phone was set to airplane mode for all the sensors excluding Wi-Fi and GSM, for which normal mode was required. For each sensor, we programmatically switch the sensor on, execute a series of 10 sampling sequences with idle periods in between and finally turn the sensor off. The durations of the sampling sequences and the idle phases varied according to the complexity of the sensor’s energy profile, ranging between 30 – 60 seconds and 10 – 30 seconds respectively. This procedure was repeated twice for each sensor, resulting in approximately 2.5 hours of energy measurements.

Power Models  From the energy measurements, we have constructed simple empirical power models for the purposes of energy consumption evaluation. Specifically, for each sensor, we have identified the distinct stages corresponding to switching the sensor on/off, sampling the sensor, and maintaining the sensor in idle mode (i.e., maintaining the sensor on but not actively sampling). Sensors with a complex energy profile are further divided into more fine grained sampling stages. For example, in the GPS sensor’s energy profile we observe two separate pre-sampling stages (see Figure 4), which correspond to initiating the sensor and the phase when GPS is achieving a satellite lock.

While the power consumption for sampling is approximately constant for most sen-
Figure 4: Current (mA) associated with sampling the GPS sensor at 3.9 V, repeated twice for 20 seconds.

Sensors, the wireless communication sensors, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, have varying consumption. The consumption depends on the number of visible access points (Wi-Fi) or discoverable devices (Bluetooth). For Wi-Fi, however, this is reflected in the duration of the scan and thus it suffices to observe and model the duration of the scan. For Bluetooth, the energy consumption increases roughly linearly with the number of discovered devices and a simple linear function can be formulated between the number of devices and the energy cost:

$$ \text{Bluetooth}_{\text{energy}} = 797 + 55 \times \text{number of discovered devices}. $$

Note that for GSM, proximity and light sensors, the power consumption resulting from sampling is effectively zero as the phone already constantly polls this information.

After identifying the various sensor stages, we estimate the power consumption (mW) for each stage. As we are primarily interested in estimating the overall energy consumption, simple mean value of the measured current is used to represent each stage. In case the sensor stage has a fixed duration, the total energy (mJ) of the stage is additionally calculated. For derived values corresponding to each sensor, see Table 2.
### Sensors and Features

As a part of our research, we have investigated several sensors to identify the ones most efficient for the task of transportation behavior monitoring. In the following we briefly describe the sensors we considered and the features we extracted from the sensor values. As our target is to support applications that require near real-time information of transportation behavior, we are extracting the features from windows of short (1.2 seconds) time span. Below we give a listing of all the sensors and features considered. A more detailed examination of the selected features is given in Section 4.2.1.

#### Accelerometer

The accelerometer chip in our use is the Galaxy S II embedded ST Microelectronics LIS3DH, capable of providing three-dimensional acceleration measurements (reported in m/s²). We sample the accelerometer at 100 Hz frequency, which corresponds to the maximum of the phone’s capability.

As the first preprocessing step, we envelope the measurements into 1.2 second windows with 50% overlap. Next, to minimize high frequency noise from the data we apply a low-pass filter on the measurements along each of the axes. The filter is an energy-threshold filter, which eliminates the highest frequencies corresponding to 10% of the window’s total energy. After filtering, we construct three repres-
sentrations from the accelerometer values: the total magnitude of accelerometer, the horizontal magnitude and the vertical magnitude. Magnitude is extracted using the $L_2$ norm, defined as $a = (a_x^2 + a_y^2 + a_z^2)^{1/2}$. The $L_2$ norm is widely used in activity recognition to minimize the effects of orientation to accelerometer features [RMB+10, WCM10, LYL+10]. The horizontal and vertical components are derived from the data by i) determining the accelerometer’s gravity component $g$ and ii) by utilizing $g$, computing projections along horizontal and vertical planes.

For estimating the gravity component, we use an extension of the technique proposed by Mizell [Miz05]. In Mizell’s approach, gravity is estimated with the mean of accelerometer measurements over a duration of a few seconds. This approach, however, lacks robustness when sustained, directional acceleration is applied on the accelerometer, or when the accelerometer orientation changes rapidly. As both of these situations are fairly common in transportation behavior, we have extended the technique with two methods. To address the problem with sustained acceleration, we use the variance of the accelerometer measurements to detect near stationary periods, and estimate the gravity component opportunistically when the variance is low. A precision score $p$ denoting the amount of variance is attached to the gravity estimate, forming a tuple $\{G_{est}, p\}$. The gravity estimate is updated only when the variance of the current window is lower than the value of $p$. To ensure that our gravity estimate remains up to date, the $p$ value of the prevalent gravity estimate is increased with a small constant (currently we use 0.00001) each time the current data window’s variance is higher than the value of $p$. To reduce erroneous estimates resulting from changes in phone orientation, we reset the tuple $\{G_{est}, p\}$ when a large shift in orientation is observed. Shifts in orientation are detected by comparing the prevalent gravity estimate against the mean of the current measurement window. Whenever these differ by more than a predefined threshold (currently we use 2 m/s) along any of the axes, we assume the orientation of the device has changed and re-initialize the gravity estimate for each axis to zero; see Figure 5 for a comparison between our gravity estimate and that of Mizell’s approach. From the figure, we can observe the two cases mentioned above: in case of sustained acceleration (span A) the gravity estimation of Mizell’s approach follows the measured acceleration too closely. In case of orientation changes (span B), the system has a transition phase, within which the gravity estimates give highly erroneous estimates.

Once the gravity component $\vec{g} = (g_x, g_y, g_z)$ has been estimated, we derive the vertical projection $\vec{v}$ and the horizontal plane projection $\vec{h}$ from the observed acceleration $\vec{a} = (a_x, a_y, a_z)$. First the dynamic acceleration $\vec{d} = (a_x - g_x, a_y - g_y, a_z - g_z)$ is computed,
Figure 5: Comparison of a single accelerometer axis (blue) with the estimated gravity component (red) using Mizell’s approach (upper picture) versus using our extended method (lower picture). From the figure, we can observe that in case of sustained acceleration (span A), the estimated gravity component from Mizell’s approach tracks the accelerometer values too closely. Additionally, in case the orientation changes (span B), the approach of Mizell produces greater errors before reaching a reliable estimate.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical</td>
<td>Mean, Variation, Standard Dev., Min, Max, Median, Range, IQR, RMS, Kurtosis, Skewness, Autocorrelation, Mean Pairwise Correlation, Mean Cross-Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Integral, Double-Integral, Zero-Crossings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>FFT: DC, 1Hz, 2Hz, 3Hz, 4Hz, 5Hz, 6Hz, Energy, Entropy, Maximal Coefficient, Wavelet Entropy (Haar2), Wavelet Magnitude</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Accelerometer features by domain. For more detailed information of the different features, see the extensive feature study by Figo et al. [FDFC10].

which is the gravity-eliminated acceleration caused by the user’s movement. Now the vertical component \(\vec{v}\) is the projection of \(\vec{d}\) upon the gravity component \(\vec{g}\): \(\vec{d} = \frac{\vec{d} \cdot \vec{g}}{\vec{g} \cdot \vec{g}} \cdot \vec{g}\). The horizontal component is simply the subtraction of the dynamic acceleration and the vertical component \(\vec{h} = \vec{d} - \vec{v}\). Finally, to obtain orientation independence, we calculate the \(L_2\) norm for both \(\vec{v}\) and \(\vec{h}\).

After the preprocessing steps described above, we extract an extensive set of features from each of the three representations introduced above; for a full list of features, see Table 3. Our feature space is based on work by Figo et al. [FDFC10] and encompasses statistical metrics (e.g., mean, variance, kurtosis), time-domain metrics (e.g., double integral, cross-correlation and zero crossings) and frequency-domain metrics (e.g., energy, first six FFT components, entropy, wavelet decomposition and the sum of FFT coefficients). The feature space dimensionality is 29 features per accelerometer representation, i.e., the total number of accelerometer features extracted is 87.

**GSM** The Android API available on our smartphones provides an interface for monitoring changes in the GSM signal environment. The information that can be accessed is limited to the received signal strength and identifier of the cell tower that the phone is currently connected to. At the time of development, no method for polling the GSM information at a defined frequency was available. Instead, new values are updated every time a change in the signal strength is detected. In practice, this results in a varying sampling rate between 0.3 and 0.5 Hz.

For feature extraction, we aggregate measurements using a five second sliding win-
dow with 50% overlap. From each window we extract nine GSM features based on the works of Sohn et al. [SVL+06] and Mun et al. [MEBH08]: The mean and variance of the received signal strength (RSS) values from each observed cell tower, the handover count, dwell-time (i.e., time elapsed since the last handover), the number of unique cells present within the window and the ratio of common cell towers between consecutive windows. We also compute the KL-divergence between the ratio of common access points between consecutive windows, which Nurmi et al. [NBK10] have shown to be a good indicator of radio map divergence in GSM positioning. The KL-divergence between probability distributions $p$ and $q$ is defined as $D_{KL}(p || q) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} p(x) \log \frac{p(x)}{q(x)} \, dx$, where $p$ and $q$ can be any arbitrary probability distributions. Finally, we construct a time-interpolated handover score $GSM_{handover}$, which increases at each detected handover and decreases over time when no handovers are observed. Specifically, $GSM_{handover}$ is calculated as follows:

- $GSM_{handover}$ initializes from a value of one.
- Each time a handover is detected, the score is increased:
  \[ GSM_{handover} = 5 + GSM_{handover} \times 0.5. \]
- If no handover is detected within a specific duration (currently 15 seconds) the handover score is decreased: $GSM_{handover} = GSM_{handover} \times 0.5$.

This approach results in a function, which increases asymptotically towards a value of 10 when GSM handovers are detected frequently, and decreases asymptotically towards a value of zero when no handovers are detected. The constants for the formula were selected empirically to provide optimal separation between stationary, pedestrian and motorised transportation modalities.

**Wi-Fi** To monitor changes in the Wi-Fi signal environment, the 2.4 GHz frequency range was scanned periodically using the Nexus S smartphone. The Nexus S phone was used for this task instead of the Galaxy S II due to the latter always scanning additionally the 5 GHz frequency range\textsuperscript{5}, which induce longer scanning times and higher energy consumption. Each new scan was triggered one second after the previous scan was completed. As the duration of a single scan is not constant, the actual sample rate varies between 0.4 Hz and 1 Hz. From each scan, we extract the

\textsuperscript{5}Note that later versions of the software have enabled an option to select the preferred bandwidth.
MAC address, signal strength, exact frequency (i.e., Wi-Fi channel) and the SSID from each visible access point. For evaluating the energy cost of a single scan, we also record the duration of the scan. As a preprocessing step, we detect and tag universally administered wireless access points [KKES10] to prevent on-board wireless access points, installed for example on trams and subways, from interfering with the Wi-Fi features.

The feature extraction follows closely the procedure with GSM. First, we aggregate the information of Wi-Fi scans over a five second window. Next, we calculate the mean and variance of the RSSI-values for each visible access point. Additionally, we detect the dominant access point within the window (i.e., the AP with highest mean signal strength), calculate its dwell-time [MEBH08], signal strength variance [KH04], and the ratio between the strongest and the weakest access point’s signal strengths [KM08]. Finally, as with GSM, we calculate an interpolated dwell-time score $WLAN_{dwelltime}$, which increases when the dwell-time of the dominant access point increases and decreases when the dwell-time of the dominant access point decreases (i.e., when the access point is no longer visible). Specifically, the $WLAN_{dwelltime}$ is calculated as follows:

- $WLAN_{dwell-time}$ initializes from a value of one.
- Each time the dwell-time of the dominant access point increases, the score is increased: $WLAN_{dwelltime} = 1 + WLAN_{dwelltime} \times 0.9$.
- If the dwell-time of the dominant access point decreases, the dwell-time score is decreased: $WLAN_{dwelltime} = WLAN_{dwelltime} \times 0.9$.

Similar to the GSM handover score, this results in a function, which increases asymptotically towards 10 when the dwell-time of the dominant access point increases, and decreases asymptotically towards zero when the dwell-time of the dominant access point decreases. As with the GSM handover score, the constants were selected empirically. Due to the different constant values, compared to the GSM handover score, the WLAN dwell-time score changes at a slower rate; see Fig 6. The constant values reflect the update frequency of the function. For Wi-Fi, the function is updated every scan, i.e., every $1 - 2.5$ seconds. For GSM, the function is updated every time a GSM handover is detected, or after 15 seconds has elapsed since the previous update, resulting in a varying update frequency roughly between $10 - 15$ seconds.
Figure 6: A comparison between the behavior of the $GSM_{handover}$ and the $WLAN_{dwelltime}$ scores. In the figure, the corresponding functions are first increased 50 times (GSM handovers are detected and the dwell-time of the dominant WiFi access point increases), after which the functions are decreased 50 times (no GSM handovers are detected and the dwell-time of the dominant WiFi access point decreases).

**GPS** The GPS chip on both Nexus S and Galaxy S II smartphones is the SiRF GSD4T assisted GPS chip. We poll the sensor for raw GPS data, reported in National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) format, with a frequency of 1 Hz. From the NMEA-strings, we extract latitude, longitude, speed, number of visible satellites and the horizontal, vertical and positional Dilution of Precision (DOP). The three DOP-values measure the reliability of the GPS measurements; for more detailed information, see [YAADH00]. As a preprocessing step, we filter out unreliable measurements which have less than three visible satellites, or for which horizontal DOP values exceed $6.0$. After preprocessing, we extract the speed, and three additional features introduced by Zheng et al. [ZLC+08]: heading change rate, stopping rate, and velocity change rate, defined below:

- **Heading change rate** measures the frequency of significant heading changes in the user’s movement. A significant heading change is defined as a point where user’s orientation changes more than a certain threshold $H_c$.

- **Stopping rate** measures the frequency of stops in the user’s movement. A stop is defined as a point, where the user’s velocity is below a certain threshold $V_c$. 
• Velocity change rate measures the frequency of significant changes in the user’s velocity. A significant change is defined as a point where the user’s velocity changes (in percentage) more than a certain threshold $V_r$.

Following the approach of Zheng et al., we define the threshold values as $H_c = 19$ degrees, $V_c = 3.4 \text{ m/s}$, and $V_r = 26\%$ [ZLC+08].

**Gravity and Linear acceleration sensors** The gravity and linear acceleration sensors are two of the new sensing abilities in the more recent model Samsung Galaxy S2. The values of both sensors are derived from the accelerometer and as such are not separate chips. The gravity sensor outputs a three-dimensional vector indicating the direction and the magnitude of gravity in the phone’s local coordinate system, while the linear acceleration sensor outputs the gravity eliminated acceleration along each of the three local axes. The sampling frequency of both sensors is identical to that of the accelerometer sensor, i.e., 100 Hz. From these two virtual sensors, we extract the same feature space as from the accelerometer. Note that the gravity estimation of the Samsung Galaxy S II phone is very similar to that of the Mizell’s gravity estimation presented previously; see Figure 5. Consequently, the utility of these two sensors is only modest. Nevertheless, for completeness we also consider features from these sensors in our feature selection phase.

**Magnetometer** The magnetometer sensor in our use is the AKM AK8975 compass, capable of measuring the ambient magnetic field along three axes. On the Galaxy S II phones, the maximum frequency of the sensor is 90 Hz. Using the magnetometer, it is possible to determine the direction of the magnetic north, i.e., to construct a simple compass. Along with the gravity estimate this could be used to approximate the orientation of the phone. In practice, however, the sensor used in the current phone models is highly sensitive to magnetic disturbances caused by, e.g., large ferro-metal objects. Furthermore, disturbances from these sources are emphasized while within motorised vehicles. The disturbance is caused by the large metallic body of the vehicle, which induces a so called stray hard iron distortion to the magnetic field, significantly reducing the robustness of the compass. In hopes that some of the motorised transportation modalities could be detected with a specific magnetic fingerprint, we extract magnetometer features (e.g., magnitude, variation and range) that profile the magnetic field. However, none of these features passed our feature selection phase and further investigation of the magnetometer is
omitted from this study and left for future research.

**Gyroscope**  The gyroscope is another of the new sensors only present in the Samsung Galaxy S2 phones. The chip is the STMicroelectronics L3G4200D, a three-axis MEMS gyroscope operating at up to 110 Hz frequency. The gyroscope is capable of measuring the rate of rotation around the device’s local X, Y and Z axis. The sensor could be used, together with the accelerometer, to track the user’s movement using dead reckoning. The sensor, however, comes with a high energy cost, consuming up to seven times more energy (155 mW compared to 21 mW; see Table 2) than the accelerometer. From the gyroscope, we extracted features that describe the angular movement of the phone, but as expected, due to the high energy cost, none of these were selected in our feature selection phase.

**Rotation sensor**  The rotation sensor is another new sensor in Galaxy S II phones, which task is to estimates the changes in the phone’s orientation. The output is a combination of angle-axis indicators; the rotation $\theta$ around axes X, Y and Z. We poll the rotation sensor at its maximum frequency rate of 90 Hz. As the functionality of the rotation sensors is very similar, we use the same feature space as for the gyroscope.
4 Hierarchical Classifier Design

The key idea in our proposed system, coined HASMET (Hierarchical Adaptive Sensor Management for Energy-efficient Transportation behavior monitoring), is to decompose the transportation modality detection task into subtasks. The classification proceeds from a coarse-grained classification towards a fine-grained distinction of transportation modality. At the heart of each classifier part is a hybrid classifier design, which consists of an Adaptive boosting classifier (AdaBoost) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) classifier. While classification systems similar to ours have been previously studied, none has yet been applied on the field of transportation behavior monitoring. In the following subsections, first relevant classification techniques are outlined, followed by a detailed presentation of the HASMET feature selection scheme and classification design.

4.1 Classification

In machine learning, classification tasks are traditionally tackled with one of the two main approaches: (i) discriminative processes that focus on resolving boundary values of the classes, and (ii) generative processes that describe the underlying class distribution and state transitions [RH97]. In the following, we introduce one representative and relevant technique to our work from each approach: decision trees (discriminative) and Hidden Markov Models (generative). We also cover classifier boosting, a technique to improve any learning classifier, used in our classifier design.

4.1.1 Decision Trees

Decision trees are a well-established, versatile tool for classification tasks. One definition, presented by Rasoul and Landgrebe [SL91], describes decision trees as tree-shaped schematic diagrams designed for multi-stage decision problems. One of the main advantages of decision trees is their ability to break complex decision making problems into a series of smaller, more manageable problems (see Figure 7 for an example). An additional benefit compared to single-stage classifiers is computational efficiency of the decision trees, especially on high-dimensional feature spaces and on problems with large set of classes.

As common in classification problems, there are two phases in employing decision trees: (i) training the classifier, which in the case of decision trees is called growing
The latter part, classification, is relatively straight-forward and in practice can be considered simply as a chain of conditional statements. The former is a more complex task and has seen extensive research [Qui86, UBC97, Die00]. In our study, the algorithm used for training the classifier is the C4.5 algorithm [Qui93], a developed version from its predecessor, ID3 [Qui86]. A more recent, commercial version of the algorithm also exists under a name C5.0. The core of the algorithm in all versions is based on maximizing information gain, i.e., the difference in entropy. The simplified logic of the algorithm is as follows:

i) Check for base cases and stopping condition
   - New class encountered.
   - Information gain is zero (or below a specified threshold) for all of the features.
   - All the remaining samples belong to the same class; return a leaf node containing that class.
   - Stopping condition: If all the remaining nodes are leaf nodes, terminate the algorithm.

ii) For each feature $F$, calculate the (normalized) information gain $G$ for splitting the set $S$ with Feature $F$

$$G(S, F) = E(S) - \sum_{i=1}^{m} f_S(F_i) E(S_{F_i})$$,

where $\ldots$
\[ m = \text{number of different values of the feature } F, \]
\[ f_S(n) \text{ is the frequency of value } n \text{ in set } S, \]
\[ F_i \text{ is the feature } F \text{ set to value defined by index } i, \]
\[ S_F \text{ is the set } S, \text{ split with feature } F_i, \text{ and} \]
\[ E \text{ is entropy, defined as:} \]
\[ E(S) = - \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_S(j) \log_2 f_S(j) \]

iii) Choose the feature \( F \), with the highest information gain \( G \).
iv) Create a new decision node containing \( F \), that splits the remaining set \( S \) into two subsets.
v) Add the subsets obtained in (iv) as child nodes and recursively apply the algorithm on them.

While generally robust tools for classification tasks, decision trees also have some issues which need to be considered. The primary concern is overfitting the data, which occurs when noise or random variation is interpreted as identifiers for a class. Overfitted classifier typically fails to generalize, resulting in poor performance on unseen samples. In case of decision trees, overfitting can be alleviated to some extent by performing pre-, and post-pruning on the tree (i.e., reducing the size and complexity of the decision tree). Pre-pruning is performed while growing the tree, for example by setting a criteria for the amount of observations to create a new node, and post-pruning is performed after the tree is grown by reducing the size of the decision tree. While pruning reduces the tree’s predictive strength on the training data, it results in more robust classification on unseen data.

4.1.2 Adaptive Boosting

Boosting is a general technique for improving the accuracy of any learning algorithm [FS99b]. The basic idea in boosting is to iteratively learn weak classifiers that focus on different subsets of the training data, and combine these classifiers into one strong classifier. Adaptive boosting (AdaBoost), introduced by Freund and Schapire in [FS95], extends the idea of boosting by tuning to the problematic samples misclassified by previous classifiers. Specifically, AdaBoost operates by assigning each sample in the training data a weight that determines the importance of the sample. Over a series of rounds \( t = 1, \ldots, T \), classifiers that minimize classification error on the weighted data are learned. After each round, the weights of the samples are
re-evaluated to assign higher priority to samples that are misclassified. Note that features that are selected by the weak learners provide us with an automatic way to identify the most relevant features for the final classifier design.

4.1.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are another widely used machine learning tool capable of classification tasks. In broader terms, HMM can be considered a statistical Markovian method for modeling series of underlying hidden states, with an observable sequence of emitted values (see Figure 8). The hidden states have initial probability distribution $P_i$, state transition probability distribution $P_t$ and emission probability distribution $P_e$. If the three probability distributions are known, the most likely state or sequence of states corresponding to the observed emission(s) can be efficiently solved. In addition, the HMM has a specific order, which corresponds to the length of the history, i.e., the number of previous states, to consider in calculating the posterior probability distribution. After being rediscovered by engineering sciences in the late 1980’s [Rab89], HMMs have been adopted on various fields and problems. In particular, HMMs are effective in solving temporal pattern recognition problems and as such have been applied widely in the activity recognition field [TIL02, WPP+07, AY09].

In terms of classification approach, HMM is a generative classifier. Generative classifiers approach the classification task by learning a model of the underlying joint probability $p(s, c)$, where $s$ denotes samples and $c$ denotes the class. The predicted class is the one yielding the highest probability $p(c|s)$. In terms of classification accuracy, discriminative classifiers (such as decision trees) typically outperform generative classifiers [NJ02]. This is due to the discriminative classifiers modeling the class conditional probability $p(c|s)$ directly, while generative classifiers, in a sense, try to solve a more general problem in estimating the underlying joint distribution $p(s, c)$. However, as these methods have complimentary strengths, the most efficient technique is typically one that combines a generative classifier with a discriminative
4.1.4 Hybrid Classifiers

An effective approach in activity recognition related classification tasks is to construct a multi-stage hybrid classifier consisting of a combination of classifiers. We describe here one such classifier combining a decision tree with a Hidden Markov Model, a method used in several previous studies [RMB+10, LCK+05]. The efficiency of this hybrid design owes to the complementary strengths of the two classification methods:

- The decision tree is efficient in processing the raw features and finding boundary values for different classes, i.e., performs hard classification.

- HMM incorporates domain specific knowledge into the classifier in the form of state transition probabilities, i.e., smooths out noise and prevents unlikely state transitions based on temporal knowledge of the previous state(s).

An DT+HMM hybrid classifier (see Figure 9 for an example) can be constructed with either of the following approaches: i) dedicate a separate DT+HMM pair for each class, or ii) model the classes as hidden states of a single HMM. In case of transportation behavior monitoring, the latter has been shown to be a both simpler and more efficient approach [RMB+10], and consequently we will focus on it only. The classifiers are ordered so that the initial classification is performed by the decision tree. From the initial classification phase, a posterior probability distribution $P_{dt}$ is obtained. In the second phase, the HMM classifier is trained with $P_{dt}$ (i.e., $P_{dt}$ corresponds to $P_e$). Transition probabilities $P_t$ can be either tuned manually by an expert, or derived from the frequencies of state transitions in the data. The initial probability distribution $P_i$ reflects the initial situation and is typically set to a uniform

![Figure 9: Diagram of an example Hybrid Classifier control flow.](image)
distribution. The predicted class is given by calculating $P_i \times P_{di} \times P_t$, and choosing the class with the highest probability.

### 4.1.5 HASMET Classifier Design

The HASMET classifier design, used within all the classifier parts, consist of a two-stage classifier, similar to the one outlined in the previous subsections. The initial classification is performed by an adaptive boosting classifier, consisting of an ensemble of low-depth decision trees. While the AdaBoost algorithm is generally robust against over-fitting, mislabeled data or other outliers could result in decreased performance. To reduce the risk of over-fitting, we use a gentle variant of AdaBoost, which puts less emphasis on outliers than the original algorithm [FHT00]. The number of boosting rounds $T$ was determined using the scree-criterion, i.e., we plot the classification error for varying values of $T$ and select a suitable value of $T$, which balances between the classifier accuracy and classifier complexity. In order to retain classifier simplicity and to prevent over-fitting to training data, we opted for the minimal $T$ value (currently 25), after which further increasing the value of $T$ results only in small gain in accuracy.

From the initial classifiers' margin values, we derive a probability distribution and pass this to the second stage classifier, for which we use a first-order discrete HMM. The characteristics that we seek to capture with the HMM are the continuous nature of the transportation behavior (i.e., smooth the predictions over time) and the probabilities of transitions between different states. The state-transition probabilities are derived from our dataset as likelihood ratios between consecutive transportation modalities, with unlikely transitions (e.g., from biking to motorised or running) set to zero probability.

### 4.2 Sensor and Feature Selection

In activity recognition, features are the measurable attributes of an observed phenomenon. Finding the correct features that are able to identify each activity has a significant impact for the whole system. As described above in Section 4.1.2, employing boosting provides us an automatic method for selecting a feature set which best distinguishes between different classes. To provide an optimal trade-off between energy efficiency and detection accuracy, we have modified the loss function used in AdaBoost for feature selection to also consider the energy cost associated with
the features. Specifically, we first weight the score of each feature, given by the original AdaBoost algorithm, with a value relative to the respective sensor’s power consumption. Next, we find the features which provide similar detection accuracy, i.e., which are within a small range of each other, and choose the feature which results in the smallest increase to the total energy cost of the classification task. As a result, the features from sensors with low power consumption, or sensors that have already been included to the classifier design, are prioritized over the features from sensors with high power consumption.

As the result from applying the modified AdaBoost algorithm on our initial feature space containing features from all eight sensors, described in 3.3, features were selected from the following four sensors: accelerometer, GPS, GSM and Wi-Fi. As excluding the high consuming GPS from the classifier is one of our research goals, we applied the algorithm on two sensor sets, one including and the other excluding GPS. This resulted in two classifier designs, one where accelerometer, GSM and Wi-Fi are used for detection, and one where GPS is additionally used. In the experiments we refer to these two versions as HASMET and HASMET\textsubscript{G}, respectively.

4.2.1 Feature examination

From the initial feature space of 172 features, 24 features were selected for different stages of classification. Here we give a description for each of the features utilized by HASMET.

**Total Acceleration** presents the combined magnitude of the kinematic forces applied on the smartphone. Eight features were selected from this representation: variance, minimum, maximum, range, interquartile range, kurtosis, wavelet entropy and FFT direct component. Variance measures the fluctuation of the accelerometer magnitude and is effective in separating between activities with different intensity and pace of movement (e.g., walking and running). Minimum and maximum measure the largest and smallest values detected within a window and are usable in separating between modalities with similar variation. Range measures the difference between maximum and minimum values, with similar utility as maximum and minimum. Interquartile range functions as the range, with the exception that it eliminates the highest and lowest quartiles, and as such is often more robust against noise and sporadic spikes in the accelerometer measurements. Kurtosis measures the peakedness of the values within a window and its effectiveness is based on find-
ing specific patterns from motorised activities. Wavelet entropy measures similar attributes as kurtosis, with the difference that it examines the frequency representation of the accelerometer values. As with kurtosis, wavelet entropy functions by distinguishing between activities with similar energy levels based on different activity patterns. Finally, the FFT direct component characterizes the frequency signal of an activity and is able to distinguish between activities with different intensities of physical movement.

**Horizontal Acceleration** presents the acceleration along the horizontal plane, i.e., forward, backward and lateral movement. From this representation, six features were selected: variance, range, interquartile range, minimum, mean cross-correlation and integral. The first four features are analogous to those described above, with the exception that emphasis is placed on transportation modalities which can be best identified from their horizontal acceleration. The first of the two remaining features, mean cross-correlation is the average of cross correlations between each pair of axes (i.e., \{x,y\}, \{x,z\} and \{y,z\}), and is usable for identifying movement which distributes unevenly along the axes, such as acceleration and deacceleration periods of motorised vehicles. Integral measures the accumulated acceleration over the window, which can operate as a proxy for momentary speed gain. Similarly to the mean cross-correlation, the integral of the horizontal acceleration is effective in capturing acceleration which is directed primarily to one orientation.

**Vertical Acceleration** measures the upwards and downwards oriented acceleration. A total of six features were selected from this representation: variance, minimum, maximum, wavelet entropy, mean cross-correlation and wavelet magnitude. The vertical features have two important functions. First, they help to identify between pedestrian modalities, in particular between bicycle and walking as only the latter has significant vertical movement. Second, the vibrations and shakes associated with motorised transportation modalities are effectively captured by the vertical features. The first five features selected from the vertical representation are described above. The remaining feature, wavelet magnitude, measures the total energy of the frequency representation of the data window, and much like the FFT direct component, identifies activities based on different levels of physical intensity.

**GSM** features measure the changes in the user's GSM environment, which correlates with the user's movement between places. From the GSM feature space
only a single feature, the time-interpolated handover score, was selected. This feature, however, along with the Wi-Fi features, is vital at robustly discerning between low-intensity kinematic movement and motorised transportation modalities. As presented in Section 3.3, the time-interpolated handover score initiates from a value of one, and if no GSM handovers are detected, decreases over time towards zero. In case a handover is detected, the score is progressively increased towards 10. To prevent increasing the score in a common ping-pong handover situation, where the primary GSM cell tower fluctuates between two towers [MEBH08], we store the cell identifiers from the previous 30 seconds and filter out handovers to any of the cells seen within the time frame.

Wi-Fi features are used to detect changes in user’s Wi-Fi signal environment, i.e., to distinguish between moving within a place and moving between places. Two features from the Wi-Fi feature space were selected. The first is the time-interpolated dwell-time score, presented in Section 3.3. The score function behaves much like its GSM counterpart, increasing when the dominant access point remains visible and decreases when the access point is no longer visible. The second selected Wi-Fi feature is the unfiltered dwell-time, which measures the duration that the strongest visible access point has been visible. As discussed in Section 3.3, the unfiltered access point list contains all visible access points, including the universally administered ones.

4.3 HASMET Architecture

The core of HASMET consists of four classifiers which are organized into a hierarchy; see Figure 10 for illustration. At the root of the classifier hierarchy is a kinematic motion classifier, which uses an accelerometer to perform a coarse-grained distinction between pedestrian and other modalities. When the kinematic motion classifier detects substantial physical movement, a pedestrian classifier is consulted, otherwise the process progresses to a stationary classifier. The pedestrian classifier uses the accelerometer to separate between walking, biking and running. The stationary classifier, on the other hand, uses a combination of accelerometer, GSM and Wi-Fi to determine whether the user is stationary or in a motorised transport. When motorised transportation is detected, the classification proceeds to a motorised classifier, which is responsible for classifying the current transportation activity into one of five modalities: bus, train, metro, tram or car.
Changes in transportation behavior typically occur infrequently and each activity has a duration of several minutes. HASMET utilizes this observation to improve the robustness of the transportation behavior monitoring. Specifically, HASMET follows a two-stage control flow approach where the first step is to consult the classifier that was responsible for the most recent modality estimate. If no changes in modality are detected, the process is halted. Otherwise the classification is propagated back to the parent classifier.

4.3.1 Kinematic Motion Classifier

The kinematic motion classifier utilizes accelerometer measurements to distinguish between pedestrian and other modalities. The features that were selected for the kinematic motion classifier are a set of standard statistical metrics that characterize the overall volume of kinematic movement. For a full list of the selected features, see Table 4. Note that features from all three accelerometer representations were selected by the AdaBoost algorithm, indicating that our approach with the accelerometer feature design is an efficient one. The accuracy of the kinematic motion classifier is close to 99%, which means that it can robustly determine the subsequent
Sensor Features

Total Acceleration Variance, Maximum, Interquartile Range

Horizontal Acceleration Variance, Range, Interquartile Range

Vertical Acceleration Minimum, Standard Deviation

Table 4: Sensors and features used in the kinematic motion classifier.

classifier to apply.

4.3.2 Pedestrian Classifier

The pedestrian classifier is responsible for distinguishing between walking, running and biking. The pedestrian classifier relies only on the accelerometer. The final set of features that were selected corresponds to the feature list used with the kinematic motion classifier; see Table 4. As discussed in Section 3.1, we were unable to collect a sufficient amount of measurements for biking or running due to weather conditions and consequently the accuracy of the pedestrian classifier is not considered as part of the evaluation. Previous work [BI04, RMB+10], as well as small scale experiments that we have conducted with data from a single individual indicate that these modalities can be easily identified with over 95% accuracy.

4.3.3 Stationary Classifier

The stationary classifier utilizes measurements from the accelerometer, GSM and Wi-Fi to distinguish between stationary and motorised modalities. Compared to the kinematic and pedestrian classifiers, the final feature space of the stationary classifier is significantly more diverse. The feature space encompasses statistical, time-domain and frequency-domain features from the accelerometer, as well as features from GSM and Wi-Fi sensors; see Table 5. The final stationary classifier design achieves an accuracy of approximately 85%. The more complex feature space, along with the decreased accuracy compared to the previous two tasks, indicate the difficulty of achieving this task using only the coarse-grained mobility information that GSM and Wi-Fi provide. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the stationary classifier still suffice to
provide robust continuous detection of transportation modality, even in the presence of periods where stationarity is interleaved with motorised transportation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Acceleration</td>
<td>Variance, Range, Wavelet Entropy, Kurtosis, FFT Direct Component,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interquartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Acceleration</td>
<td>Variance, Integral (Velocity), Interquartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Acceleration</td>
<td>Wavelet Entropy, Mean Cross-Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM</td>
<td>Time-interpolated Handover score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi-Fi</td>
<td>Time-interpolated Dwellingtime score (filtered), Dwell-Time (unfiltered)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Sensors and features used in the stationarity detection.

4.3.4 Motorised Classifier

The motorised classifier is responsible for distinguishing between car, bus, train, tram and metro. The final set of features that were selected for the classifier are similar to those of the stationary classifier. For a full list of selected features, see Table 6. As movement patterns between different motorised modalities are very similar, this is the most challenging task in our design. As such, we have made two additional extensions to the HASMET classification scheme to improve the robustness and accuracy of the motorised detection. First, whenever the motorised classifier fails to detect the current modality, but the stationary classifier determines the user to be stationary, we assume that the user is within motorised transport that has stopped and the parent classifier is set to be the motorised classifier (i.e., the classifier that is consulted once the stationary period ends is the motorised classifier). This scheme reduces false detections from stops, such as picking up or dropping passengers or stopping at traffic lights. Second, to improve the robustness of detecting between the different motorised modalities, the current motorised transportation modality is estimated using a majority vote of the motorised modalities that have been predicted within the last 60 windows. As each window is roughly 1.2 seconds long, and the windows overlap by 50%, this corresponds to roughly 36 seconds. This
step significantly improves the robustness of the motorised detection. Note that only windows classified as motorised transport are taken into account in the voting, which enables our system to rapidly react to changes in transportation modality. This design is able to determine the correct modality with approximately 70% accuracy. Moreover, most errors result from mixing between train, tram and metro. In applications, these errors could be alleviated, e.g., by fusing in information about transportation routes or by considering more elaborate features; see Section 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Total Acceleration</em></td>
<td>Variance, Interquartile Range, Kurtosis, Wavelet Entropy, Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Horizontal Acceleration</em></td>
<td>Variance, Mean Cross-Correlation, Minimum, Interquartile Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Vertical Acceleration</em></td>
<td>Wavelet Entropy, Minimum, Wavelet Magnitude, Variance, Mean Cross-Correlation, Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>GSM</em></td>
<td>Time-interpolated Handover score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Wi-Fi</em></td>
<td>Time-interpolated Dwelltime score (filtered), Dwell-Time (unfiltered)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Sensors and features used in the motorised classifier.
5 Evaluation

In this chapter we investigate the performance of HASMET. In the evaluation we consider four different aspects of the detection task: detection accuracy, detection robustness and latency, detection generalizability, and energy efficiency. For evaluating detection accuracy, we use standard classification metrics, i.e., precision, recall and F-score, as these give a good overview of the classifiers' overall capability to identify the correct transportation modality. For evaluating robustness and latency, we use event and frame-based metrics introduced by Ward et al. [WLT06, WLG11]. Detection generalization is evaluated with cross-user and cross-placement evaluations. Finally, to evaluate the energy efficiency of the different approaches we calculate their total energy consumption over our testing set. For calculating the energy consumption, we use the empirical power models presented in Section 3.2. For HASMET, we additionally calculate the energy consumption of the different classifier parts separately. All the evaluations, except for the detection generalization evaluation, were performed using the datasets summarized in Table 1.

Baselines As baselines for our evaluation, we compare HASMET with two existing methods for transportation behavior monitoring. The primary baseline is the approach of Reddy et al. [RMB10], as this presents the current state-of-the-art solution in transportation behavior monitoring on mobile devices. The approach utilizes a combination of accelerometer and GPS features. From the accelerometer, the approach extracts four features: variance and three FFT components of the $L_2$ norm corresponding to the frequencies $1 – 3$Hz. From GPS only speed is used as a feature. Classification is performed with a hybrid classifier consisting of a decision tree and a first order discrete HMM classifier. Since the baseline method utilizes GPS, and considering that many of our target applications would already employ GPS for other functionalities, we perform the comparison both against HASMET and HASMET$_G$. As the secondary baseline we use the approach of Mun et al. [MEBH08], as it relies on similar features from GSM and Wi-Fi as our approach. From the GSM measurements, the approach of Mun et al. extracts the dwell-time in the primary cell, and the number of unique cells seen within a window. Both features are calculated over a two minute window. From the Wi-Fi measurements, two similar features are extracted: the dwell-time of the dominant access point and its signal strength variance, both calculated over a window of 40 seconds.
5.1 Detection Accuracy

We begin the evaluation by considering the classifiers' overall ability to detect the correct transportation modality. For this purpose, we employ three standard set-based metrics: precision, recall and F-score. Precision measures the classifiers' ability to avoid false classification, while recall measures the classifiers' ability to detect the right transportation modality. The F-score is the harmonic mean of the former two. Specifically, we consider the following metrics:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]

\[
F_{1}\text{-score} = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{recall} \cdot \text{precision}}{\text{recall} + \text{precision}} = \frac{2TP}{2TP + FN + FP}
\]

Where TP = True Positive, FP = False Positive and FN = False Negative.

The results of the accuracy evaluation along with a comparison with the baselines are presented in Table 7. Overall, HASMET achieves on average 80% precision and slightly lower recall at around 77%. The GPS augmented version HASMET\(_G\) achieves increased performance, reaching around 84% on both precision and recall. Both of the HASMET variants offer improved detection accuracies over the baseline approaches. The baseline of Reddy et al. achieves average precision and recall roughly at 70% and 68% respectively. Note that while Reddy et al. reported average precision and recall values close to 90% [RMB+10], these results were achieved by combining all the motorised transportation modalities into a single class. In case we merge all the motorised modalities into a single class, the results are analogous to those reported by Reddy et al., and HASMET still retains better performance. The other baseline from Mun et al. achieves average precision and recall both around 44%. The notable differences to the reported results from Mun et al. [MEBH08] are caused by a more demanding testing scenario used in our evaluation. The evaluation carried out by Mun et al. included long periods of dwelling (e.g., having a dinner), while our evaluations focuses exclusively on the active part of moving between places.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th></th>
<th>F-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mun</td>
<td>Reddy</td>
<td>HASMET</td>
<td>HASMET&lt;sub&gt;g&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Mun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>67.3</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tram</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Classification accuracy of HASMET, with and without GPS, and comparison against the baseline systems of Reddy et al. [RMB+10] and Mun et al. [MEBH08].
Table 8: Confusion matrix of the classification performed by HASMET.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Still</th>
<th>Walk</th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Metro</th>
<th>Tram</th>
<th>Car</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Still</td>
<td>16715</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>16541</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5224</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>3221</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>904</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>5681</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tram</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>10150</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10702</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspecting the performance of the different classifier components in HASMET reveals, that the kinematic classifier performs very reliably at around 98% precision, and 99% recall values. Observing that for the kinematic modalities the accuracies achieved with the approach of Reddy et al. are also very high, we conclude that this task is relatively simple and solely an accelerometer is sufficient for this task. The stationary classifier performs slightly less reliably with 90% precision and 79% recall, but still at a level that is acceptable for most real-world applications. Not surprisingly, the main challenges emerge from correctly predicting the motorised transportation modality. The motorised classifier achieves average precision and recall of around 76% and 70% respectively. Most of the false classifications result from difficulties with distinguishing between the different public transportation modalities. This part of the classification task is, however, also where HASMET outperforms the primary baseline approach of Reddy et al. most clearly. This is due to the GPS performing less reliably inside motorised vehicles, and the more intelligent accelerometer feature design we use in HASMET. As correctly recognizing the public transportation modalities is one of the most interesting applications domain for mobile transportation behavior monitoring, improving the performance of the motorised classifier is one of the main objectives of our future work; see Section 6.

5.2 Detection Robustness and Latency

In evaluating a continuous activity recognition system, the metrics considered in the previous section give a incomplete view of the system’s suitability for applications. In particular, considering only direct frame-by-frame metrics, such as precision and recall, ignores the robustness of the detection, i.e., the fragmentation of the de-
tection, and offers no view to the systems detection latency. To incorporate these aspects into our evaluation, we employ the fragmentation rate and the underfill rate proposed by Ward et al. [WLG11]. The fragmentation rate expresses the fraction of all ground truths events that the classifier misinterprets as multiple events, while the underfill rate measures the delay in detecting the correct modality, when a transition from one modality to another occurs.

The evaluation results of these metrics are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12. Overall, compared to both of the baselines, HASMET provides improved robustness in the transportation behavior monitoring with lower fragmentation rate in all the other modalities, except for driving and walking, for which HASMET and Reddy et al. perform approximately equally. For walking, the fragmentation rate of HASMET is minimal at around 0.6%. For driving, the fragmentation rate is also low at around 8.1%. HASMET\(_G\) further increases the robustness, providing lower fragmentation rate for all the other modalities, except for walking, for which the HASMET\(_G\) has a negligible 0.6% fragmentation rate. Similar to the detection accuracy, the main improvements in robustness over the baselines result from the better robustness in detecting between the different motorised transportation modalities.

Inspecting the results from the other event metric, underfill rate, we first observe that all four evaluated methods are efficient at detecting transitions from one modality to another. Overall, compared to the baseline systems, HASMET provides lower latency to the detection, evident from the smaller underfill rates; see Figure 12.
Compared to the approach of Mun et al., HASMET induces smaller latency for all the modalities. This is due to the approach of Mun et al. relying on features extracted over windows with longer duration. Compared to the approach of Reddy et al. HASMET induces lower latency for all the other modalities, except for tram, for which HASMET has an underfill rate of 11.2% and Reddy et al. have an underfill rate of 8.8%. Together with the higher underfill rate for stationarity and higher fragmentation rate in detecting motorised modalities, the results suggest that the reliance on the speed given by the GPS causes errors during stationary periods in motorised transportation. HASMET overcomes this problem through improved feature design and by approximating speed with alternative sensors that, unlike the GPS sensor, are able to operate reliably also when obstructed.

5.3 Detection Generalizability

In a continuous sensing system, where the system is running in the background of a mobile phone for extended periods of time, user convenience and freedom from artificial restrictions are of central importance. To ensure that our system provides cross-user compatibility and is not sensitive to varying phone placement or orientation, we have conducted two sets of separate experiments: cross-user, and cross-placement evaluations. The cross-user evaluation was conducted by perform-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th></th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mun</td>
<td>Reddy</td>
<td>HMT</td>
<td>Mun</td>
<td>Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Still</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>81.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walk</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>98.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metro</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tram</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>71.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>62.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Results from the cross-user experiments, along with comparison to the baseline systems. The presented values are the mean values over all the six cross-user tests.

In a series of leave-one-out cross validation tests (six in total), i.e., by training the classifier with the data from all users, excluding one, and testing the classifier with the data from the user not present in the training set. The mean precision, recall and F-score of the different transportation modalities, along with the baselines, are presented in the Table 9. From the results, we observe a small decrease, ranging from two to five percent, in accuracies for both HASMET and the approach of Reddy et al. As this decrease is not present in the results of the approach of Mun et al., which has in fact improved around 5%, we assume that the decrease originates from the accelerometer features, only present in HASMET and the approach of Reddy et al. This is in accordance with the notion that the kinematic features are more susceptible to user variations than those that measure changes in the user's environment [LCB06]. Overall, we conclude that the classifiers' accuracies suffer only a subtle decrease in cross-user evaluations and that all three evaluated systems generalize well over a variety of users.

The cross-placement evaluation was conducted similarly, i.e., by training the classifier with data from two of the three placements, and testing the classifier with data from the left-out placement. The procedure was repeated for all three possible combinations of placements. The results of this evaluation are presented in Table 10. The results are similar to those of the cross-user evaluation, with a small decrease in accuracies, particularly for the motorised modalities. Overall, the accuracies remain on a comparative level to those of the previous evaluations, and we conclude that all evaluated systems also generalize over varying phone placements.
Table 10: Classification accuracy results from the cross-placement experiments, along with comparison to the baseline systems. The presented values are the mean values over all three cross-placement tests.

Note that both of the previous evaluations were performed solely with the data collected from the scenario, where no driving sections were present. To verify that detecting driving also generalizes over different users, we have conducted an additional experiment using the data from the everyday data collection. The classifier was trained using data from one user and tested with data from another user. The achieved precision and recall are 92.4% and 90.9% respectively, which indicates cross-user generalization for this modality as well. Evaluating the cross-placement generalization for the driving modality is omitted from this study, as we currently have only limited amounts of data from different placements for this modality. This is due to that the users typically remove the phone from their pocket before driving, or in case that the phone was held in a jacket pocket, remove their jacket before driving.

### 5.4 Power Consumption

While operating on a user’s mobile phone, it is of significant importance to keep the application’s resource demands at minimum. While the computational power and the available memory of mobile phones has witnessed a rapid increase, the most limiting resource today is the phone’s battery energy. As such, our aim is to provide accurate and continuous transportation behavior monitoring, while simultaneously minimizing the detection’s impact on the operational time of the phone. In order to evaluate the system’s energy efficiency, we utilize the empirical power models de-
Figure 13: Average power consumption of the different approaches in mW.

In our energy-efficiency evaluation, we consider four different systems: HASMET, HASMET\(_G\), the approach of Reddy et al. and the approach of Mun et al. The results, along with the decomposition of the different sensors, are presented in Figure 13. Note that we have omitted the power consumption of two aspects of the transportation monitoring: the energy cost associated with polling the GSM cell information, and the power consumption resulting from the CPU load. The former was omitted due to that the phone is already continuously polling this information and we merely read the values as they are received. The latter was omitted due to the relatively light CPU load of the detection, and due to the CPU loads negligible energy footprint compared to the energy consumed by the sensors.

The dataset, detailed in Section 3.1, used for testing consists of 13 hours of various transportation modalities. The results demonstrate that HASMET consumes roughly 3,935 J over our test set, i.e., it has an average power consumption of 84 mW. Compared to the approach of Reddy et al., which consumes in total 6,394 J and on average 136 mW, our approach reduces the power consumption by approximately 40\%. The alternative design, HASMET\(_G\), increases the power consumption compared to approach of Reddy et al. by approximately 20\%, having a total con-
sumption of 8,177 J, which corresponds to a 174 mW average power consumption. The approach of Mun et al. uses only Wi-Fi and GSM and as such it has the lowest power consumption at average of 80 mW. This small, approximately 5%, reduction in power consumption, however, is quite modest compared to the significant accuracy trade-off evident from the previous evaluations.

With the decomposition of the classification task, the power consumption of the transportation behavior monitoring varies depending on the classifier part used. At the root of the hierarchical classification we use the kinematic classifier, which relies purely on the accelerometer, resulting in an average power consumption of 21 mW. The pedestrian classification is similarly executed by only employing the accelerometer, resulting in the same average power consumption of 21 mW. For the stationary and the motorised classifiers, we additionally require GSM and Wi-Fi sensors, which increases the power consumption up to 101 mW. The GPS augmented version of these two classifiers, used only by the HASMET\textsubscript{G}, results in the highest power consumption of 206 mW. Note that the values referred above reflect the specific scanning frequencies used in this study; see Section 3.3. Further energy efficiency is achievable by investigating the relation between sampling frequency and classification accuracy, an aspect of our future work.
6 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, we have presented HASMET, a hierarchical system designed for energy-efficient transportation behavior monitoring on mobile phones. The key idea of the system is to decompose the monitoring task into smaller subtasks and only employ the necessary sensors for each subtask. Our hierarchical approach, along with intelligent feature design and an effective hybrid AdaBoost+HMM classification scheme, enables detection of fine-grained transportation modalities without the power consuming GPS sensor, relying instead on less power consuming sensors, i.e., accelerometer, GSM and Wi-Fi. The transportation modalities HASMET is able to detect cover all the relevant locomotion types present at the target area (Helsinki), including the detection of the different motorised transportation modalities, i.e., bus, train, metro, tram and car. Experiments conducted with a total of 33 hours of data, collected from seven users and three phone placements, demonstrate that compared to the state-of-art, HASMET achieves significant improvements in energy-efficiency, while also improves the detection accuracy and robustness.

In terms of future work, we have already integrated a mobile version of the HASMET as a part of a persuasive mobile application that encourages ecological transportation behavior. A long-term field study will be carried out within this research, offering insights into the system’s performance. This will also give us an opportunity to investigate how the detection errors of transportation behavior monitoring affect the user experience. The long-term study should also provide us with more data from running and biking modalities, offering a possibility to conduct a thorough evaluation of the pedestrian classifier.

The biggest challenges with the current system relate to distinguishing between different public transportation modalities. One promising approach is to improve the motorised classifiers’ performance by extracting more information from the accelerometer. By further developing our gravity estimation algorithm, possibly along with the magnetometer to estimate the exact phone orientation, we can construct more accurate acceleration profiles for the different (motorised) transportation modalities. Features that could be derived from this approach include the intensity and temporal distribution of the acceleration periods of motorised vehicles, usable in distinguishing between public transportation vehicles; see Figure 14 for an illustration. The data presented in the figure is the gravity eliminated horizontal acceleration, recorded using a mobile phone embedded accelerometer. Note that the figure represents the current state of our algorithm development, and we expect to
achieve more accurate acceleration profiles with further progress. In addition to the accelerometer, we will also continue exploring the possible uses of the other sensors present on the modern mobile phones. As many of the public transportation vehicles have distinguishing audio space, we will investigate the possible use of audio features extracted from the phone’s microphone. Additionally, we will experiment with the light and proximity sensors in order to detect periods of user interaction, which are a significant source of detection errors in transportation behavior monitoring.

While HASMET already provides substantial reduction in power consumption, the reported reduction is mainly due to using sensors with lower energy consumption. Further advances in energy efficiency can be easily achieved by reducing the scanning frequency of the Wi-Fi sensor and by implementing duty cycling on the accelerometer, especially during periods of stationarity. In terms of the Wi-Fi sensor, extensive work exists for estimating the stability of the wireless signal environment [KKES10, KWRT12]. When a stable environment is observed, i.e., when the user is staying within a place, the Wi-Fi sensor can be switched off until notable kinematic movement is detected from the accelerometer [KKES10] or the primary GSM cell changes [RMB10]. As humans tend to spend most of their time within a limited set of locations, with only occasional transition between these places [GHB08], significant reductions in power consumption could be achieved by minimizing the power consumption of the stationary classifier. Additional benefit from this line of strategy is that we could simultaneously monitor the user’s significant places. In terms of accelerometer duty cycling, the accuracy of the gravity estimates is likely...
to decrease as the sampling rate is decreased. As a part of our future work we plan to explore the robustness of these estimates when the accelerometer is duty cycled.
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